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Abstract. Remote Center Compliance (RCC) devices are passive devices used 
in automated assembly. For round peg-in-hole insertions, initial misalignments 
of the peg can cause heavy radial loadings on the corresponding hole in arbi-
trary direction. RCC devices with rotational symmetry property are therefore 
desirable. This paper discusses how such devices may be designed and shows 
that circular periodic structures satisfy this property. The elastic part of the RCC 
device is formulated as a compliant mechanism and a systematic design metho-
dology is proposed based on structural optimization. A smooth optimal design 
is achieved with distributed compliance and numerical simulation is conducted 
to illustrate the feasibility. The proposed method is expected to be used to de-
sign a novel device for assembling fragile plastic parts, which is a challenge to 
3C industry. 

Keywords: Remote Center Compliance (RCC), rotational symmetry, circular 
periodic structure, structural optimization. 

1 Introduction 

RCC devices were first developed at Draper Laboratory by Whitney and others [1-4]. 
Drake first pointed out that RCC devices could be created using rubber-metal sand-
wiches called elastomer shear pads (ESP) [3]. However, the analysis model for ESPs 
is inaccurate and it depends on the configuration parameters [5]. Havlik used three 
elastic rods to construct the device and proposed an algorithm to find rod parameters 
in [6]. Ciblak also investigated the possibility of using prismatic beams [7]. Drake and 
Hricko designed some devices conprising compliant linkages and elastic joints [2, 8]. 

The elastic part of an RCC device can be modelled as a compliant mechanism. As 
lumped compliant mechanism will induce stress concentration, distributed compliant 
mechanism is desirable in actual applications. The kinetoelastic model which belongs 
to the continuum structural optimization method is an efficient tool of designing dis-
tributed compliance mechanisms and has been utilized here [9]. Rather than a fixed 
topology or shape configuration, structural optimization can significantly enlarge the 
design domain. Additionally, the optimization model could be applied to various  
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applications, such as assembly of small fragile parts in 3C industry, etc. It is therefore 
helpful to regard the design of an RCC device as question of structural optimization.  

In the field of automated assembly, the task of fitting a round peg into a round hole 
is fundamental. As mentioned in the abstract, it is better to design a device with rota-
tional symmetry property. The feasible structures that satisfy this property are dis-
cussed below. It has been proved that a circular periodic structure with at least 3  
elements is workable and more elements are required if considering high-order geo-
metric nonlinearities. The existing RCC device designs agree well with the above 
conclusions as most of them are circular symmetric structures with three or four  
elements.   

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the compliant 
mechanism is analyzed and modeled using kinetoelastic model. The rotational sym-
metry property is introduced and feasible structures achieving this property are dis-
cussed. We show a schematic proof of the feasibility of the circular periodic structure. 
Section 3 presents formulation of the optimization model which includes the objec-
tive, constraints, design parameterization and solution scheme. The optimal design is 
presented and simulated in Section 4 to verify the proposed method. The conclusions 
and future works are discussed in Section 5. 

2 Design of RCC Devices Compliant Structure 

2.1 Analysis of Compliant Mechanism 

Conventional and modified part mating events are shown in Fig. 1 and the shaded 
region is the design domain which can be modelled as a compliant mechanism. The 
second representation is adapted because it is easier to handle the structural optimiza-
tion problem of compliant mechanism with a fixed upper boundary. 

 

            

Fig. 1. Part mating events            Fig. 2. RCC Structure: placement and parameters 

The compliant mechanism is formulated by the kinetoelastic model which concerns 
both kinematic motion and stiffness characteristics of compliant mechanism. Accord-
ing to Hooke’s law, the force-displacement relationship at the rigid peg tip  under 
global coordinate − − −  can be expressed as 
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   (1) 

where   is the mechanism stiffness matrix,       and       are generalized force and motion at O respectively. 
Notably, linear Hooke's law is satisfied due to the small clearance between peg and 
hole. 

2.2 Rotational Symmetry Design 

The rotational symmetry property is introduced in the abstract. Two kinds of feasible 
structures which satisfy this property are shown in Fig. 3. Note that revolutionary 
symmetric structure is occlusive. It costs much more in materials and its stiffness at 
radial direction would be exceptionally higher. Therefore, circular periodic structure 
is more reasonable. 

        

Fig. 3. Realization of rotational symmetry property: (a) revolutionary symmetric structure (only 
half is shown); (b) circular periodic structure 

The schematic proof of circular periodic structure with N elements can satisfy this 
property is described in the followings. Intermittently placed springs, shown in Fig. 4, 
can be utilized to represent the compliance elements. Each element comprises a radial 
spring (spring constant: k) and two tangential springs (spring constant: ). A small 
deformation  in arbitrary direction  is given at . 

 

Fig. 4. Plan view of circular periodic structure (only three compliant elements are shown) 

The resultant forces and directional stiffness in the direction of and perpendicular  
to  together with the rotational moment and resultant stiffness can be obtained as 

 
Δ Δ 2 /2Δ Δ Δ Δ 00  (2) 
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Δ / 2 /20  (3) 

Combining the above results, the system stiffness  is derived as  

 2 /2 (4) 

which is not related to the direction . This completes the proof. Notably, the follow-
ing trigonometric identities hold 

 
∑ cos 0; ∑ sin 0; 2∑ cos 2 0; ∑ sin 2 0; 3  (5) 

where 2 1 / . If second-order geometrical nonlinearity is considered, the 
following trigonometric identities should be utilized in the proof. 

 
∑ cos sin 0; 4∑ sin 0; 4  (6) 

Several interesting conclusions can be drawn about circular periodic structure and 
are summarized as: (i) at least 3 discrete compliant elements are required; (ii)at least 
N complaint elements are required if 2 4  order geometric nonlinearity 
is considered; (iii)when the number of complaint elements goes to infinity, the circu-
lar periodic structure becomes a revolutionary symmetric structure. 

According to Hooke's law, the force-displacement relationship at beam tip  un-
der local coordinate  is 

  (7) 

where  is element stiffness matrix,  and  are generalized force and motion 
respectively. Notably, beam finite element is used to calculate . With transforma-
tions of load and displacement, the mechanism stiffness matrix  is achieved as 

  ∑  (8) 

where  is the transformation matrix between local and global coordinates.  
Suppose the distance between peg tip and compliance center is . The mechanism 

stiffness matrix becomes diagonal at the compliance center, and  can be acquired as 

 3,5 / 3,3 2,6 / 2,2  (9) 

Notably, the two ratios in Eq. 9 are equivalent according to Eq. 8. 
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3 Structural Optimization of RCC 

3.1 Objective Function 

One practical optimization criterion is to maximize the output displacement  which 
is the displacement of the contact point along the chamfer for unit normal contact 
force as shown in Fig. 5. According to geometric relationship equations, Eq. 1 and Eq. 
8, the objective function can be expressed as 

 /  (10) 

where  is the displacement of the peg tip,  is the angle of chamfer,  is the coef-
ficient of friction, A and B (positive) are constant coefficients. According to Eq. 10, 

 is a decreasing function of  which means that RCC device is more difficult to 
work under conditions of a higher coefficient of friction. Maximizing  is equiva-
lent to maintaining the same displacement at the output port under conditions of a 
higher coefficient of friction. Therefore, the objective function is equivalent to max-
imizing the range of friction coefficient that the RCC device can handle. 

 

Fig. 5. Illustration of the chamfer crossing 

3.2 Design Constraints 

Successful Assembly Conditions. In order to cross the chamfer and avoiding wedg-
ing, the initial misalignments ( , ) of the hole should satisfy the followings [4]: 

 | | ; | | /  (11) 

where W is width of chamfer, Dh and  are the diameters of hole and peg respec-
tively. In order to avoid jamming, the applied forces must satisfy the followings [4]: 

 
1/ / 1// 1 /  (12) 

where / 2 ,  is the radius of peg and l is the insertion depth. When  is 
small, jamming is most likely to happen and the slope of sides of the jamming dia-
gram approaches . Thus, if the slope of applied force /  is approximately 
equal to , then the applied forces and moments have the best chance of lying  
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inside the jamming avoiding region [1]. Jamming constraint therefore can be con-
verted into: 

 0  (13) 

Constraint on Input Displacement. This is introduced to indirectly control the max-
imum stress levels in the compliant mechanism. For detailed explanations, please 
refer to reference [10]. The constraint of the input displacement  is expressed as 

 Δ Δ cos  (14) 

where  is the displacement of the contact point along chamfer's normal direction, 
which is shown in Fig. 5.  

Constraint on Coupling Stiffness. Many coupling stiffness elements will vanish in 
 due to periodic property. A large deformation would occur if the misalignment 

compensation capacity were increased. Then the elements in stiffness matrix will vary 
from each other and the coupling stiffness elements in will be non-zero which 
means the compliance center would drift away. It order to reduce its negative effect, 
the element of rotational stiffness about radial direction should be reduced to make 
the element like a spring with no coupling stiffness. From the perspective of engineer-
ing application, the ratio of two terms less than 0.1 can be regarded as small one and 
the numerator term can be ignored. We therefore introduce a constraint concerning 
the ratio of rotational stiffness about radial direction over tangential direction as 

 . . 5,5 / 6,6 0.1 (15) 

Constraint on Buckling and Stability. In order to maintain the stability of the  
compliant element, its critical buckling load should be greater than a given minimum 
value.  

  (16) 

3.3 Model Formulation 

In conclusion, the optimization model can be summarized as follows. 

 

:
 :

| || | /0 . . 0.1  (17) 
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The design variables are the distance , shape  of compliant element cross 
section and neutral axis. The shape  at each vertical level is defined by a set of radi-
al parameters which start from neutral axis to the surface. In this paper, two second 
order parabolic curves are employed to represent the neutral axis. The method of 
moving asymptotes (MMA) [11] is employed to solve the proposed optimization 
problem. 

4 RCC Device Design (Numerical Example) 

The design domain is defined as a cylinder with radius R=100 mm and height Le=50 
mm. The length of the peg and diameters of peg and hole are 100 mm, 12.000 mm 
and 12.033 mm respectively. The horizontal length and angle of chamfer are 3 mm 
and /4 . The initial misalignments are given as -3 mm and 0.0275 rad. The maxi-
mum input displacement is 0.2 mm and the minimum critical load is 1 KN. The 
Young's modulus, Poisson’s ratio and coefficient of friction are 210 GPa, 0.3, and 0.1 
respectively. In this paper, the RCC device with three compliant elements is designed 
to verify the proposed methodology. However, it is a straightforward matter to extra-
polate to cover situations involving more than three elements. Note that the designed 
results are based on unit normal contact force. 
 

  

Fig. 6. Optimal design   Fig. 7. Iteration history of objective function 

The optimal design is illustrated in Fig. 6. The optimal output and input displace-
ments are 0.369 mm and 0.190 mm respectively. The position of the compliance cen-
ter, the stiffness ratio and critical buckling load of optimal design are 0.138 mm, 
0.054, and 1.682 KN respectively. This clearly shows that all the constraints are satis-
fied. The optimal design is modelled and visualized with LOFT operation in Solid-
Works by connecting all the optimal cross sections at different vertical levels. The 
optimal compliance element is quite smooth and flat mainly due to the constraint of 
coupling stiffness. Point flexures are avoided and distributed compliance is achieved 
by the proposed methodology. The convergence history of objective is illustrated in 
Fig. 7 which shows a good convergence. The present methodology generalizes some 
existing designs as the realization domain of compliant element is extended from 
round rod with elastic joints and round beam to beam with arbitrary cross sections.  

The optimal design was analyzed and simulated by Autodesk Algor Simulation. 
The upper boundary of compliant mechanism is connected to a fixed platform and the  
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lower boundary is joined to a very rigid platform. The property of remote compliance 
center is demonstrated in Fig. 8 where pure force results in a pure translation and pure 
moment causes a pure rotation. Numerical errors in translation and rotation are due to 
the small compliance in the platform and peg.  
 

    

Fig. 8. Demonstration of compliance center: (a) pure translation, (b) pure rotation 

5 Conclusion 

We propose a novel design methodology by using structural optimization for design 
of an RCC device. The rotational symmetry property is discussed and it has been 
shown that a circular periodic structure satisfies this property. Comparing with revo-
lutionary symmetric structure which is another feasible structure, circular periodic 
structure is adopted because it achieves quite low stiffness and saves on materials. 

The elastic part of the RCC device was modelled as a compliant mechanism.  
To distribute the compliance, kinetoelastic model was utilized. The output displace-
ment was selected as the objective and equivalent to the range of coefficient of fric-
tion that RCC device can handle. Beam finite element is utilized to analyze and simu-
late the complexity of design deformation. A smooth optimal design with distributed 
that is cost effective to manufacture is obtained in this paper. It satisfies all constraints 
and the properties of remote compliance center are demonstrated through the  
simulation. 

The work reported here is far from complete. It is rewarding to integrate structural 
optimization with reliability constraint by considering the geometrical uncertainties of 
peg and hole, uncertainty of the coefficient of friction, etc. In addition, the discussed 
methodology can be applied to specified applications by introducing corresponding 
objective and constraints. For example, the applied force and vertical stiffness is criti-
cal in assembling fragile plastic parts which are easily damaged. 
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